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Abstract: In this paper, a conceptual design of a Delta robot is developed by means of a mechatronic
design methodology. A fully integrated conceptual design, clarifying the recurrence of the conceptual
design process using black-box/white-box analysis, is presented using the Model Based Systems
Engineering (MBSE) paradigm and the SysML language as the formal modeling tool. Multiple
designs proposals are then evaluated by the non-linear Choquet integral in order to choose the most
appropriate according to a multicriteria requirement. For a preliminary conceptual design, structural
parameters for the Delta robot are determined by defining and solving a nonlinear constrained
optimization problem, which considers the kinematic model of the robot maximizing its workspace.
Both the decision making and the optimization problem are integrated and automated into a common
software framework for the design process, by using a standard genetic algorithm and Monte Carlo
method to set the optimized conceptual design to be rendered in Computer Aided Design (CAD)
software and in a physical prototype, satisfying the technical specifications.

Keywords: mechatronic design; MBSE; Choquet integral; Delta robot; conceptual design

1. Introduction

A Delta robot is a high speed, light-load parallel robot. It has relevant features such as
light weight, small volume, fast speed, precise positioning, and high efficiency, and it is
mainly used for processing, sorting, and packaging of food, electronics, and medicines [1].
Parallel manipulators have advantages over their counterpart serial robots, essentially
because the load is shared by several links connecting the mobile platform to the base.
However, parallel manipulators have small workspace and singularity problems [2]. In
recent years, a considerable amount of research has been focused on the design and devel-
opment of parallel manipulators (PMs) due to their advantages over serial manipulators
in terms of high precision, velocity, stiffness, and payload capacity [3]. Survey studies
point out the potential embedded in the Delta robot structure, which has not yet been
fully exploited [4,5]. Therefore, its design remains as a challenging problem in engineering.
In the following sections, we review some of the most recent and relevant contributions to
the state of the art of Delta robot design.

1.1. Structural and Control Design

One of the main objectives of the Delta robot design is the development of novel
kinematic and mechanical structures to render desired workspace and tasks. In this
context, the optimal design of Delta Robot mechanisms has been studied for the geo-
metric structure and control parameters to meet the task requirements and performance
constraints [6–10]. One of the main requirements for a Delta robot is to fulfill a desired
workspace; therefore, a complete analytical solution for the dimensional synthesis of
3-Degrees of freedom (DOF) Delta parallel robot for a prescribed workspace has been
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given in [11]. Additionally, energy optimization is of paramount importance in certain
applications such as conventional stereoscopic parking equipment, [12]. Innovations have
also been studied [13], where a new type of Delta robot kinematic structure with only
two degrees of freedom is proposed. The developed architecture enhances the classic
3-DOF kinematic structure, which allows combinations of normal or tangential efforts at
the joints or torque acting on the knee; experiments from the proposed controller show
that the robot correctly performs the required application. A similar 4-DOF kinematic
structure of Delta robot for micromachining applications was presented in [14]. In other
relevant work, the design, fabrication, and characterization of an adapted Delta robot at the
millimeter scale, driven by three independently controlled piezoelectric bending actuators,
was presented in [15].

1.2. Mechatronic Design

Research studies depicted in the past section lack a formal design methodology.
Therefore, in a closer approach to an integrated robot design, the following research works
consider mechatronic design processes exhibiting different levels of formalism.

A modular design and implementation of a Delta robot involving kinematics, control
design, and optimizing methods, was introduced in [16]. The authors focused on building
a mechatronic kit for university education. A novel mechatronic development of a low-cost
four degrees of freedom parallel manipulator, enhancing previous designs for a lower
limb rehabilitation system, was presented in [17]. A conceptual design of a novel linear
Delta robot for additive manufacturing was introduced in [18], where authors used the
Quality function deployment (QFD) matrix to translate user requirements into design pa-
rameters. Then, technical specifications were evaluated to generate and select engineering
solution concepts, enabling to describe the form, functions, and features robot. Finally,
a dimensional synthesis method applied on design of the linear Delta robot was presented.
A similar concept of a Delta robotic mechanism with single legs and rotational joints was
presented in [19]; in this work, the QFD matrix is used as a methodology for conceptual
design. An optimization method based on genetic algorithms is used to find the minimum
dimensional parameters of the robot, considering the maximization of the useful workspace
as the performance index. An interesting research proposal analyzed the application of
intelligent control in a mechatronics systems, and discusses the conceptual design method
of a mechatronics system based on intelligent control, [20]. A sequential mechatronic
design for a bionic robotic device for upper limb rehabilitation tasks at home was recently
reported, [21]. The goal of the design was to obtain a portable rehabilitation device. In
a recent work, a mechatronic Concurrent Design procedure to address multidisciplinary
issues in mechatronics systems that can concurrently include mechanical aspects, control
issues, and task-oriented features was recently presented, [22]. This approach considers
multiple criteria and design variables to set multi-objective optimization design problems.
Nevertheless, an explicit mechatronic design procedure is lacking.

It is important to highlight that most of the reviewed works also use a white-box
framework to render a mechatronic design procedure to achieve a concurrent design.
None of those approaches consider a common integrated framework to use mechatronic
engineering and decision-making tools in a synergistic approach. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, an integrated framework considering mechanical and electronic needs among
all other mechatronic disciplines is missing in the mechatronic design literature, as the one
presented in this work.

1.3. Model-Based Systems Engineering

The design of complex robotic systems is becoming more challenging, as a larger
number of disciplines that interact in a synergistic fashion for novel applications of robotics
are integrated. In this context, traditional design approaches are reaching their boundaries
and need to be updated. A natural proposal to deal with this problem is Model-based
systems engineering (MBSE). MBSE has been evolving for more than 20 years, with some
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major advances over the past 10 years [23,24]. Using the MBSE approach, the systems
design can be analyzed from two perspectives: first, a black-box model, which encapsulates
the system as a whole as seen from the outside, represents how the system performs when
interacting with its context; then, a white-box model, where the system is seen as a set of
interacting subsystems collaborating to produce the black-box behavior [25]. One of the
main objectives of the MBSE approach is to meet the user’s needs as much as possible,
expressed as requirements of the system in the real world, thus fitting as a natural tool for
conceptual design [26].

In this paper, we address the integrated mechatronic conceptual design of a 3-DOF
Delta parallel robot by means of a MBSE methodology [23,27,28] supporting both the
modeling and design processes of the system on SysML [29] and relevant engineering
tools, integrated into a common framework [30,31].

The main contributions of this work are summarized in the following points:

• A clarifying view for the recurrent process of black-box/white-box analysis during
the design process, allowing a natural integration of multicriteria decision making
tools for a mechatronic robot design;

• An integrated framework for mechatronic conceptual design considering both theo-
retical and numerical engineering tools such as complex decision making, automated
optimization, mathematical, and CAD/CAE modeling techniques;

• An MBSE methodology that enables to capture knowledge in a systematic way from
the user needs to successfully design a Delta robot in terms of requirements, function-
ality, design synthesis, validation, and other aspects of interest for the system itself;

• It is important to highlight that this design proposal renders a more general framework
for automated design, although in this paper it is implemented for a conceptual Delta
robot design.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a general overview of
the formal mechatronic methodology. Section 3 introduces the conceptual design of the
Delta robot from a black-box process through a kinematic design optimization process to a
white-box design via proper SysML diagrams describing the formal methodology. Finally,
Section 5 closes the paper with some conclusions, rendering future wok.

2. Methodology Overview

Nowadays, since literature has poorly explored MBSE-based methodologies that con-
sider a global perspective for systems design with all aspects to describe a multidisciplinary
and integrated system, the challenge of innovation in the traditional design process for
mechatronic design has become relevant.

For the Delta robot conceptual design, in this work, relevant engineering tools are
integrated through the whole process in a common the framework software Cameo©,
using SysML: conceptual design evaluation, black-box/white-box analyzes, physical-
mathematical modeling, and design through CAD/CAE tools and specialized software for
the system itself such as Autodesk Inventor©, SolidWorks©, and ANSYS ©, among others.

In Figure 1, a global perspective of the proposed methodology is shown, describing the
phases of analysis to address the design of Delta robot. Once the stakeholder establishes
the main needs and context of the problem, the process initially considers the system
as a black-box. In this stage, valuable information about the system is collected and a
set of technical requirements is defined in consistency with the user needs and problem
definition. The output of this analysis renders global requirements for the design. This
information sets up the conditions to consider the system as a white-box for deeper analysis,
where conceptual architectures could be defined. This is integrated in a common software
framework Cameo©using SysML as a formal modeling tool. As a result of this, a candidate
final architecture is obtained, which might be considered two-fold. First, as information for
a new black-box analysis; and second, as an architecture to be optimized and modeled in
CAD/CAE software to render a final conceptual mechatronic design of the Delta robot. It
is important to highlight the red node in Figure 1, which represents a decision step where
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mechatronic indexes such as MDQ [32], MDI [33], or Choquet integral [34] for multicriteria
decision making might be considered. This represents a clarifying view for the recurrent
process of black-box/white-box analysis during the conceptual design process. In the
following sections, the design stages are described in detail (See Figure 1) for the integrated
conceptual design of a Delta robot.
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Figure 1. White-box/Black-box diagram. MBSE-based methodology for a conceptual mechatronic
systems design. Complex decision-making (red node) renders a conceptual architecture to be
optimized, satisfying technical specifications and global requirements from user needs.

3. Delta Robot Design
3.1. Black-Box Analysis

The black-box analysis is addressed in order to produce global requirements from
user needs to be satisfied under a general setup of the design process. This is described
as follows and represents the main problem as an engineering statement to support the
multidisciplinary solution to be designed.

3.1.1. Global Mission

In this stage, user needs are gathered from stakeholders and the scope of what is
reachable along the design process is defined. The robot system complexity is an important
aspect to be considered, since different tools to address the problem are explored based
on current technical knowledge and experience. As the main stakeholder requirement,
a high speed and precision robot for pick and place applications from a conveyor belt at a
robotics laboratory was identified. An affordable manufacturing process to produce the
robot prototype is another requirement, so that the 3D printing and CNC technology might
contribute to the additional affordable cost requirement. The workspace is also defined as
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a requirement since it is set as a prismatic volume of dimensions of 0.15 × 0.13 × 0.15 m
derived from the operations to be performed by the robot. User needs are depicted by a
SysML requirements (req) diagram, as shown in Figure 2.

1.Global Mission User needs[Package] req ][ 

Text?=?"The robot must have a 

small workspace of 0.15m x 

0.13 m x 0.15 m with (x,y,z) 

reference"

Id?=?"MG-3"

Workspace

«requirement»

Text?=?"It is desired that the 

robot's dimensions are 

optimized in order to save 

money on manufacturing"

Id?=?"MG-8"

Dimensional optimization

«requirement»

Text?=?"The system has to 

be manufactured with 

technologies available at 

UV laboratory such as 3d 

printing and CNC"

Id?=?"MG-7"

Affordable manufacturing

«requirement»

Text?=?"The system will be 

implemented in laboratory 

activities"

Id?=?"MG-6"

Implementation

«requirement»

Text?=?"It is considered a 

low cost system and reliable"

Id?=?"MG-5"

Cost 

«requirement»

Text?=?"The robot must have 

a high precision to perform 

pick and place tasks"

Id?=?"MG-4"

High precision

«requirement»

Text?=?"The robot must have 

light load capacity"

Id?=?"MG-2"

Operating loads

«requirement»

Text?=?"The robot must have 

a high speed in the operation 

"

Id?=?"MG-1"

Operating speed

«requirement»

[State Machine] 2.Life Cycle2.Life Cyclestm ][

Performance
testing

Operation

Implementation

CAD/CAE
Modeling

System's
Validation

Optimization

Design

3.System Context System Context[Package]bdd ][

External ComputerConveyor belt

CD_A_c3 : Real = 0.3
CD_A_c2 : Real = 0.25
CD_A_c1 : Real = 0.17

values

Delta Robot A

«block»

StudentsResearcher

Figure 2. Global mission requirements (req), system life cycle (stm), and system context (bdd).

3.1.2. Life Cycle

To develop the robot design, the black-box is defined as the life cycle of the sys-
tem to define a global perspective of the project. The parameters of the Delta robot are
based on the design life cycle depicted in Figure 2 (stm). The stages of the cycle are de-
termined from team design meetings with the experience of the enrolled people in the
project, supported on SysML modeling including the optimization phase, which focuses
on the kinematic configuration, the system validation to guarantee the performance within
the desired workspace, the CAD/CAE modelling to construct the conceptual physical
architecture, and a physical implementation with performance testing for a successful op-
eration. Note that, as only the conceptual design is addressed, the implementation, perfor-
mance testing, and operation might only be virtually performed, for example by means of
computer simulations.

3.1.3. System Context

The system context represents the interaction between the system and its environment.
It is defined by a SysML block definition diagram, as shown in Figure 2 (bdd). Human and
non-human actors are determined as operators and the conveyor belt, respectively; where
the system will be performing pick and place tasks under the control external computer
that will be performing different calculations.

3.1.4. External Interfaces

External interfaces, where the interaction variables between actors and system are
determined using a SysML internal block diagram (ibd), include the direction of informa-
tion flow at each port (See Figure 3). The main information for the Delta robot comes from
the conveyor belt and consists of the position of the loads to pick and place, as well as the
information from the external computer for the trajectories, which are translated into the
joint set-points for the robot actuators.
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Pick and Place InteractionsPick and Place Interactions[Interaction] sd ][ 

: External Computer

: Delta Robot A

«block»: Researcher

alt

[Out of reachable worspace]

[Within reachable workspace]

Receive desired points2: 

Determine trajectories3: 

Send trajectories4: 

At least one point out of reachable workspace8: 

Pick the target5: 

Place the target6: 

Standby signal7: 

Define desired points 1 and 21: 

6.Services Provided by the System Pick and Place tasks[Package]uc ][

Define desired points
1 and 2

Receive desired
points 1 and 2

External Computer

Place the target

Determine
trajectories

Conveyor belt

Pick the target

Researcher

Students

«include»

«include»
«include»

«include»

External InterfacesExternal Interfaces[Block]ibd ][

: External Computer

: Conveyor belt

: Delta Robot A

: Researcher : Students

informationload position

positional informationposition information

Figure 3. External interfaces (ibd), general operation of the system (stm), pick and place service (uc),
and pick and place functional scenario (sd).

3.1.5. User Operation Modes

Using a SysML state machine diagram (stm), the operation modes are defined for the
main task of the system based on the phases established within the life cycle. Figure 3
shows the general operation: ignition of the system; go to a defined home position where
motors consumes the minimal energy; receive the desired joint set-points to start trajectory
planning in order to pick and place the target; and go back to the defined home position 2
to wait for the next instruction.

3.1.6. Services Provided by the System

For each operation mode, a use case diagram (uc) is defined to provide their basic
functionalities. It is important to include the different actors that are present in the system
context to maintain consistency. For instance, pick and place services are depicted in
Figure 3. Here, actors (researcher and/or students) can define the desired robot operating
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points; and the receive points service, associated with the external computer actor, deter-
mines the appropriated trajectories to pick and place the loads that are on the conveyor
belt actor.

3.1.7. Functional Scenarios

To perform each service of the system, a sequence diagram (sd) is the natural expres-
sion to design the interaction. For the pick and place services, for instance, Figure 3 shows
how the researcher starts defining the desired points, so that the external computer receives
them to determine the appropriated trajectories. From this, two possible situations may
occur: the trajectory stays in the reachable workspace and is traduced to the actuators ex-
pressed in the values of rotation to pick and place the target; or it may exceed the reachable
workspace and a message is sent to the user to notify the situation.

3.1.8. Requirements

According to the analysis throughout the black-box analysis, the set of requirements,
first defined in common language via a requirement diagram (req), could be updated
into the system context and extended to specific technical requirements to be specified
(see Figure 2). This means deriving technical requirements that are needed to accomplish
common language needs, as in the case of the high speed and precision requirements,
from which a derived requirement is generated, called appropriated actuators, which directly
affect both speed and precision variables. The implementation requirement leads to
another derived requirement, which implies performing the calculations by an external
computer. In addition, the requirement for the desired workspace implies the necessity
to determine the optimal kinematic parameters to guarantee the ability to perform the
required tasks, with respect to a desired workspace. This problem is addressed more
specifically on Section 3.3.

3.1.9. Traceability

To guarantee consistency and traceability between all the final sets of requirements,
the appropriated relations must be shown across the whole design process. Figure 4 shows
the final set of consistent requirements, which serves as a reference to develop a detailed
design, allowing both verification and validation of the solution.

Traceability between requirements and use cases9.Traceability[Package] req ][ 

Text?=?"The robot must have 

a high precision to perform 

pick and place tasks"

Id?=?"MG-4"

High precision

«requirement»

Text?=?"The robot must have 

light load capacity"

Id?=?"MG-2"

Operating loads

«requirement»

Text?=?"The robot must have 

a high speed in the operation 

"

Id?=?"MG-1"

Operating speed

«requirement»

Text?=?"External computer 

must perform trajectories 

planning"

Id?=?"ER-2"

Calculations by external 
computer

«requirement»

Place the target

Pick the target

Receive desired 
points 1 and 2

Determine 
trajectories

Define desired 
points 1 and 2

«refine»

«refine»

«refine»

«refine»

«refine»

«refine»

«refine»

«refine»
«refine»

Requirements traceability9.Traceability[Package]req ][

Optimization of the system

«requirement»

Operating speed

«requirement»

Affordable
manufacturing

«requirement»

Operating loads

«requirement»

Workspace

«requirement»

High precision

«requirement»

Cost

«requirement»«satisfy»

«satisfy»

«satisfy»

«satisfy»

Figure 4. Requirements traceability of the system (req).
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3.2. White-Box Analysis

The white-box analysis emerges from the previous study, and aims to define a concep-
tual design to be evaluated in order to consolidate the physical architectures of the system
from a logical architecture evaluation in different levels of hierarchy for the conceptual de-
sign, which implies an interacting process to concurrently define a design to be optimized
in reachable space. Regarding Figure 1, in what follows, the main stages of the white-box
analysis are described.

3.2.1. Decision Tree for Architectures Generation

In this section, a decision tree derived from a model of variants is generated by means
of a SysML block definition diagram (bdd) in order to obtain a global perspective of the
possible components for the system. It used the bdd because of its structural element
definitions by considering the «alternative component» stereotype for each subsystem,
where a decision is evaluated. In Figure 5 a decision tree with stereotypes describing
different level of hierarchy is depicted, where the alternative component is set to be
evaluated based on the final set of requirements shown in Figure 6. Based on technical
knowledge of the design team and supporting this with previous information obtained in
black-box analysis, multiple conceptual designs can be obtained from the variants, as those
depicted in Figures 7–9 for A, B, and C candidates, respectively.

3.2.2. Conceptual Design Evaluation

The previous conceptual architectures are evaluated based on the Choquet integral,
as in [35], with the main design criteria defined by dependability, cost, and complexity,
in consistency with the set of final requirements determined in the black-box analysis
shown in Figure 6. This represents the red node as a decision stage shown in Figure 1.

Decision Tree for Architecture Generation10.Architectures Generation[Package] bdd  ][ 

Board for bus connections

«Component»

Mechanical subsystem

«Subsystem»

Servomotor

«Alternative Component»

Microprocessor

«Alternative Component»

3d printed tool

«Alternative Component»

PCB

«Alternative Component»

protoboard

«Alternative Component»

Microcontroller

«Alternative Component»

Stepper motor

«Alternative Component»

Suction cup

«Alternative Component»

Electronic subsystem

«Subsystem»

Gripper subsystem

«Subsystem»

Control subsystem

«Subsystem»

Actuator

«Component»

Delta Robot A

«System»

«variant»
«variant» «variant»

«variant»
«variant»

«variant»

«variant»«variant»

Figure 5. Decision tree for conceptual architectures generation (bdd).

Requirements Specification8.Requirements[Package] req ][ 

Text?=?"An optimization 

process is required to 

determine structural 

dimensions to meet the 

desired workspace and 

save money on 

manufacturing"

Id?=?"ER-3"

Optimization of the system

«requirement»

Text?=?"The actuaros for the 

system must meet with 

precision, speed and cost 

requirements"

Id?=?"ER-1"

Appropriate actuators

«requirement»

Text?=?"The system has to 

be manufactured with 

technologies available at 

UV laboratory such as 3d 

printing and CNC"

Id?=?"MG-7"

Affordable manufacturing

«requirement»

Text?=?"The system will be 

implemented in laboratory 

activities"

Id?=?"MG-6"

Implementation

«requirement»

Text?=?"It is considered a 

low cost system and reliable"

Id?=?"MG-5"

Cost 

«requirement»

Text?=?"The robot must have 

a high precision to perform 

pick and place tasks"

Id?=?"MG-4"

High precision

«requirement»

Text?=?"The robot must have 

a small workspace of 0.15m 

x 0.13 m x 0.15 m with 

(x,y,z) reference"

Id?=?"MG-3"

Workspace

«requirement»

Text?=?"The robot must have 

light load capacity"

Id?=?"MG-2"

Operating loads

«requirement»

Text?=?"The robot must have 

a high speed in the operation 

"

Id?=?"MG-1"

Operating speed

«requirement»

Text?=?"External computer 

must perform trajectories 

planning"

Id?=?"ER-2"

Calculations by external 
computer

«requirement»

«deriveReqt»

«deriveReqt»

«deriveReqt»«deriveReqt»

«deriveReqt»

Figure 6. SysML requirements diagram to express the final set of requirements (req).

The Choquet integral is the method for multicriteria decisions to determine the optimal
conceptual configuration and it requires the definition of weights µ as fuzzy measures
assigned [34]. Table 1 expresses the main differences in the components of the different
conceptual architectures to support the designer in the weights definition.
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Table 1. Comparison of the conceptual architectures.

Conceptual Mechanical Gripper Electronic Control
Design Subsystem Subsystem Subsystem Subsystem

A Servomotor 3D Printed Protoboard Microprocessor
B Stepper motor Suction cup PCB Microcontroller
C Servomotor Suction cup Protoboard Microcontroller

In this case, X={dependability, cost, complexity} the set of criteria, the weights for indi-
vidual and correlated criteria are defined as: µ(0) = 0, µ(dependability) = 0.4, µ(cost) = 0.35,
µ(complexity) = 0.25, µ(dependability, cost) = 0.85 > 0.4 + 0.35 (favorable), µ(dependability,
complexity) = 0.5 < 0.4 + 0.25 (redundant), µ(cost, complexity) = 0.45 < 0.35 + 0.25 (redun-
dant), µ(1) = 1. This information is defined in the modeling tool, as shown in Figures 7–9.

Conceptual Design Architectures Conceptual Design A[Package] bdd ][ 

Board for bus connections

«block»

Mechanical subsystem

«block»

protoboard

«block»

Electronic subsystem

«block»

CD_A_c3 : Real = 0.3
CD_A_c2 : Real = 0.25
CD_A_c1 : Real = 0.17

values

Delta Robot A

«block»

Gripper subsystem

«block»

Control subsystem

«block»

Microprocessor

«block»

3d printed tool

«block»Servomotor

«block»

Actuator

«block»

mechanical subsystem

control subsystem

3d printed tool1

actuator

electronic subsystem

gripper system

servomotor1

board for bus connections

protoboard

microprocessor1

Figure 7. Conceptual design A with Choquet integral weights (bdd).

Conceptual Design Architectures Conceptual Design B[Package] bdd ][ 

Board for bus connections

«block»

Mechanical subsystem

«block»

Electronic subsystem

«block»

Gripper subsystem

«block»

CD_B_c3 : Real = 0.55
CD_B_c2 : Real = 0.45
CD_B_c1 : Real = 0.33

values

Delta Robot B

«block»

Control subsystem

«block»

Microcontroller

«block»

Stepper motor

«block» Suction cup
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Figure 8. Conceptual design B with Choquet integral weights (bdd).
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Board for bus connections
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Mechanical subsystem

«block»

protoboard

«block»

Electronic subsystem

«block»

Gripper subsystem

«block»

CD_C_c3 : Real = 0.61
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CD_C_c1 : Real = 0.17

values

Delta Robot C

«block»

Control subsystem

«block»

Microcontroller

«block»
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mechanical subsystem

control subsystem
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actuator
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gripper subsystem

electronic subsystem

protoboard

microcontrollerboard for bus connections

Figure 9. Conceptual design C with Choquet integral weights (bdd).

The conceptual design evaluation by means of the Choquet integral and a parametric
diagram is implemented within the modeling tool, as seen in Figure 10 (par), where an
automatic decision making is performed from predefined fuzzy measures and the results
are displayed in an inner table, also depicted in Table 2, allowing the analysis of different
scenarios, as a consequence of the design criteria parameter variations.

Figure 10. Choquetintegral simulation within the modeling tool.

According to the conceptual evaluation for the Delta robot, the configuration that best
meets the desired criteria is the conceptual design B, with the highest score. This result
is a natural consequence of the set criteria weighing, favoring the correlation between
dependability and cost by assigning a greater score than the sum of the individual weights
of dependability and cost. Conceptual design B has a better weighting in those aspects due
to the fact that stepper motors present characteristics of higher precision rather than servo-
motors, and the cost is determined as being lower by considering that stepper motors and
the suction cup are available in laboratory, as well as when manufacturing a CNC machine.
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Table 2. Choquet integral evaluation.

Conceptual
Design Dependability Cost Complexity Choquet

Integral

A 0.17 0.25 0.30 0.2185
B 0.33 0.45 0.55 0.4090
C 0.17 0.60 0.61 0.3660

3.2.3. High Level Operations

Based on the sequence diagram defined in the Functional scenarios Section, system
must be able to perform the high-level operations according to the services defined in
black-box analysis in consistency with the final set of requirements determined in the first
design stage. Thereby, the Delta robot has to be able to receive the desired Cartesian pick
and place points, then determine the appropriate trajectories, and send those trajectories in
order to pick and place the target, which are defined as operation properties in the Delta
robot block, as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Conceptual design B (bdd), satisfying the matrix between the requirements and high-
level operations.

3.2.4. Logical Architecture

Since the system is considered in this stage as a white-box, from the high-level oper-
ations, different conceptual perspectives for the design determine a logical architecture,
to be internally addressed by means of internal block diagrams (ibd) in different levels of
hierarchy. Each subsystem must be modeled at a logical level by considering the compo-
nents and its interaction by wires, joints, or data buses. These representations should be as
close as possible to the system in the real world (see Figure 12 (ibd)).
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Figure 12. SysML internal block diagrams for the logical architecture of the system (ibd).

3.2.5. Physical Architecture

For physical architecture, the analysis performed in logical architecture provides a
base to determine the different components that integrate the system as a refinement of
the conceptual design B, which is the selected proposal according to the Choquet integral
evaluation. This analysis includes several components and devices among its compatibility
to provide logical and physical functionality to the system, including actuators and sensors,
among other devices.

3.2.6. Constraints

Constraints are helpful to express different aspects that best describe the system or the
task to be performed by the robot. Constraints are defined through mathematical models
via a parametric diagram (par) in SysML, which involve variables of interest. For example,
as depicted in Figure 13, the kinematic model of the Delta robot provides a constraint for
the system in order to perform a pick and place task within the desired workspace.

Figure 13. SysML parametric diagram for pick and place task (par) and simulation performed in a
specialized software.

3.2.7. Design and Execution Task

According to the behavior defined in the High level operations, specific tasks should be
designed and verified by means of different simulations in specialized software. For in-
stance, Figure 13) depicts a Matlab© simulation of the Delta robot kinematic structure.

3.2.8. Component Selection

Though this work is focused on a conceptual design, some high level components
can be deduced to provide the required performance in consistency with the physical
architecture and future implementation. Table 3 shows a list of components for the Delta
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robot physical realization. A physical prototype of the conceptual design of the Delta robot
is described in Section 5.

Table 3. Component selection for the Delta robot.

Subsystem Component Number of Parts

Mobile base 1
Fixed base 1

Element to fix actuator 3
Bicep 3

Forearm 6

Mechanical SA3T/K (M3) spherical
bearing 12

Stepper motor Nema 17 3
Hex nut (1/8” diameter) +15

wire, 22 gauge 50 [cm]
M3 screw (1/8” diam. × 5/8”

long) +9

M3 screw (1/8” diam. × 1.5”
long) +6

Electronic PCB 1

Controller Microcontroller (Arduino
uno) 1

Gripper Suction cup 1

3.3. Optimization

After the white-box analysis, a conceptual design architecture is rendered (see Figure 1).
Nevertheless, an optimization process can now be performed. In this paper, we focus on the
kinematic parameters for the Delta robot, which must be determined to meet the desired
workspace defined by the user requirements (see Figure 2). This can be achieved with an
optimal mechanical architecture from the white-box analysis. This refinement is developed
by using a standard genetic algorithm with Matlab©, to solve a nonlinear optimization
problem, which maximizes an objective function described by a prismatic workspace, see
Figure 14.

It is important to highlight that a more general and detailed optimization process
might guarantee different optimal designs based on different criteria; such as mechanical
stress minimization, energy consumption, and singularity avoidance, among others. This
will lead to a multi-objective optimization problem. However, to simplify the optimization
stage, a single objective function is considered. To achieve the workspace requirement,
it is clear that kinematic relations are fundamental to determine the arm lengths of the
Delta robot. Thus, the Delta robot workspace Vm is defined as an objective function.
The workspace has infinite reachable points by the Delta robot, therefore the Monte Carlo
method is used to choose a representative subset of such points [36]. Here, the objective
function is defined by:

Vm =
Nm

Nt
V, (1)

where Nm represents the number of points within the reachable workspace, Nt is the total
number of random points generated, and V is the volume of the desired workspace in m3.
This objective function is evaluated in the genetic algorithm, and the Monte Carlo method
verifies if each random point generated is inside V with the inverse kinematic model of the
Delta robot, rendering different kinematic architectures as depicted in Figures 15 and 16.
In this study, Nm = 100. The design vector for the optimization algorithm is defined as

x = [R1, R2, L1, L2], (2)
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where, as seen in Figure 17, R1 is the fixed base radius; R2, the mobile base radius; L1,
the bicep length; and L2, the forearm length. Based on the physical station where the robot
will operate, the design vector parameters are constrained: L1 < L2, 0.2 m < L2 < 0.31 m,
0.1 m < L1 < 0.19 m, L1 + L2 < 0.5 m, 0.2 m < R1 < 0.3 m, 0.07 m < R2 < 0.1 m.After
running the genetic algorithm to find a feasible region of solutions, 27 simulations are
performed according to the following testing parameters for the optimization algorithm:
N = {10, 50, 100}, VG = {10, 50, 100}, VI = {10, 50, 100}; where N is the number of
randomly generated individuals, VG is number of generations, and VI is number of
individuals in the population of the genetic algorithm. From those simulations, five or
them are selected based on the stability of the solutions, i.e., there is less variability in the
found solutions; some numerical results are presented in Table 4. The multiple simulations
for different parameters could imply time in the design process, and this is why a numerical
tool is integrated to the SysML model to automate the optimization process.

Table 4. Results of the genetic algorithm.

Simulation
Number of Number of Number of Vector of Workspace

Points Generations Individuals Solution Maximization
N VG NI x Vm [m3]

8 100 50 50 [0.2,0.1,0.1122,0.31] 0.0029
20 100 50 10 [0.2011,0.0983,0.1277, 0.2095] 0.0029
22 50 50 10 [0.2,0.07,0.19, 0.2738] 0.0029
25 50 100 50 [0.2986,0.0964,0.1003, 0.3082] 0.0029
27 100 100 50 [0.2,0.07,0.19, 0.2] 0.0029

Tools Integration

After the optimization problem is programmed, it can be merged in the common
software framework using a SysML parametric diagram (par) integrated with Matlab© for
co-simulation purposes. The genetic algorithm is processed in Matlab©, once the designer
has defined the genetic algorithm parameters and started the simulation in Cameo©,
as depicted in Figure 14. As a validation stage, it is important to remark that this integrated
model also includes the multicriteria decision-making based on the Choquet integral to
define the best architecture according to the mechatronic design requirements, as already
depicted in Figure 10. Moreover, in this integrated framework, the inverse kinematic model
is included, which serves as an evaluation of both the required joints performance and the
structural parameters of the architecture, from random spatial coordinates. If an optimized
architecture by the genetic algorithm does not satisfy this evaluation, then it is omitted and
continues with the next one, allowing to explore even hundreds of feasible architectures
that guarantee to perform their tasks in the required workspace. Therefore, in this design
framework, the designer only enters and updates parameters to visualize the results for
making specific decisions.
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Figure 14. Tools integration for the optimization and testing process.

4. Validation of the Optimized System and Discussion

For the sake of validation, 13 points located around the corners and faces of the Delta
robot design workspace were proposed to evaluate the performance of each optimized
conceptual kinematic architecture. The results showed that architectures of simulations
20, 25, and 27 were not able to reach all the validation points while architectures 8 and
22 reached all of them. In order to choose a final conceptual kinematic architecture,
a secondary criteria can be chosen by the designer. In this study, the secondary criteria
is energy consumption. Simulation 8 renders shorter bicep lengths L1, which require
less torque by the actuators and therefore, the architecture determined by simulation 8
is selected as the final optimized architecture. In general, this last study might lead to a
multi-objective [6] or bi-level optimization problem, which can be approached by state of
the art algorithms, [37]. Figure 15 shows the final optimized architecture, reaching different
strategic points within the desired workspace.

Figure 15. Final optimized architecture reaching different points within the desired workspace.
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Note that the five optimized architectures also exhibit significant differences among
them, as shown in Figure 16. Figure 17a shows a CAD-rendered perspective of the final
optimized architecture in detail.

Figure 16. Optimal kinematic architecture for the Delta robot.

Figure 17. Final optimized architecture. (a) CAD rendering, (b) physical prototype, (c) mounting at
the conveyor belt.

4.1. Prototyping

As the manufacturing is out of the scope of this paper, as depicted in Figure 1, a rapid
prototype was built (see Figure 17b) considering the components selection shown in Table 3.
The manufacturable parts, as in the case of the mobile base, fixed base, elements to fix
actuators, biceps, and forearms, were built using 3D printing technology in PETG material,
since it presents good mechanical characteristics and ensures to meet both the affordable
manufacturing and cost requirements, as established in Figure 6 (req). The PCB design was
not performed, because the objective of this Delta robot prototype is to quickly validate the
kinematic motion of the robot within the desired workspace, according to the simulation
results, reaching all the points shown in Figure 15, and mounted on the conveyor belt,
as depicted in Figure 17c.

4.2. Discussion

The approach for a conceptual mechatronic design introduced in this work considers
the user needs, as well as the mechanical and electronic needs among the most relevant
mechatronic disciplines. From the methodological point of view, our proposal renders a
concurrent design framework, integrating engineering design tools, complex decision mak-
ing, and optimization. Moreover, the design framework allows for automated conceptual
design optimization, which is a remarkable difference from other approaches for Delta
robot design. Table 5 presents a comparison of the main features of the proposed design
framework versus some of the most similar works to ours.
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Table 5. Comparison with different design frameworks.

Design Framework [6] [7] [8] [9] [14] [12] [15] [16] [19] [21] Ours

User Needs ! ! ! !

Mechanic/Kinematic ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Electronic/Control ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Concurrent design ! ! !

Decision-Making ! ! !

Tools integration ! !

Optimization ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we address the formal mechatronic design of a Delta robot implementing
black-box/white-box analyzes within the MBSE approach using SysML. One of the main
contributions of this article is the integration of different tools into a centralized design
model, as the non-linear Choquet integral, to perform conceptual design evaluations,
providing the designer the most appropriate configuration according to the desired criteria.
This clarifies the recurrent process between black-box/white-box analysis to render a
conceptual design. Moreover, stating an optimization problem, based on the output
of the multi-criteria decision making stage, allows to automate the conceptual design
methodology proposed in this work. Therefore it is possible to obtain optimized conceptual
systems in terms of the requirements the systems were designed for, in contrast to the
systems that are designed only by means of traditional design approaches, thus offering a
global and optimization-based perspective to address the design of a mechatronic system.

Thus, future work is focused on the extension of the methodology to other mechatronic
systems in order to confirm the effectiveness of the application of the proposed method-
ology. Dealing with multi-objective optimization, a multi-level optimization integrating
complex decision-making in a common framework is needed to make the optimization
process more general, since most of the real-world problems demand to optimize more
than one objective function.
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